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The TAWIGrip - Pneumatic Vacuum Lifter

Various Flexible Suction Feet

Multifunctional Control Boxes

SWL Horisontal SWL 90° Tilt Qty of cups Size of cup

85 kg 88 kg 4

110
129 kg 132 kg 6
172 kg 176 kg 8
215 kg 220 kg 10
170 kg 120 kg 4

150255 kg 180 kg 6
340 kg 240 kg 8
425 kg 250 kg 10

With this vacuum gripper you can surely increase productivity 
and lower your operating costs. 

Our gripper can provide flexible material handling solutions 
that reduce energy consumption, achieve faster response ti-
mes and improve reliability for loads up to 500 kg. Its design 
is compact, has a low-weight and is easy to adjust to new 
applications and situations. It is simply outstanding and very 
user friendly. 

Some practical options offered are: electric or pneumatic 
source, electric tilt function which provides smooth and exact 
motion with stop in any position. 

Additional to this is a hoist control on the handlebar for im-
proved operational control, all comes in a neat, well thought 
out ergonomic design.  TAWI can be your one supplier of all 
parts such as suspension/hoist/vacuum yoke, improving your 
overall performance.

TAWIGrip is very easy to integrate into the daily work with 
well-known, safe, two-handed release function. Visual control 
of the vacuum level, user friendly control board, twin chamber 
vacuum system and light weight ergonomic design are other 
advantages. TAWIGrip is ideal for many different types of in-
dustries and for applications all through the production line 
handling material such as wood, glass and sheet metal.

Suction cup, flat 756010  
DIA 110 mm

Suction cup, flat 756015 
DIA 150 mm

Suction cup, flat 756020 
 DIA 200 mm 
Suction cup, flat 756025  
DIA 250 mm
Suction cup, flat 756030  
DIA 300 mm

SWL Horisontal SWL 90° Tilt Qty of cups Size of cup

376 kg 188 kg 4 200

500 kg 200 kg

6 200
8
4

2506

8

4

3006
8

Button to release load.

One on each side.

Vacuummeters 

Activate/deactivate vacuum

Handle

Activate tilt function

Activate vacuum

TAWI pneumatic vacuum lifter is reliable, safe and can handle double loads due to its design, a twin vacuum chamber system.

Safety
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Multiple Design
Our pneumatic vacuum lifter is very flexible and can be used to lift, tilt and rotate different types of sheet and panels such 
as sheet metal, glass and laminated panels. You can choose between a pneumatic vacuum source and an electric vacuum 
source, both contributing to improved efficiency. Position vacuum power precisely with horizontal lifting up to 500 kg or 
more on request. 

Achieve high productivity by using maximum energy with exceptional pick-up and speed system when lifting (tilting) vertically 
with loads up to 250 kg.

Available Hoist to combine with TAWIGrip

Our GIS model is 
characterised by following:

• Maximum safety

• Compact design

• Robust construction

• Easy maintenance

• Availability assured

• Advanced technology

• Up to 5000 kg

The DMK electric 
chain hoists respond 
to the needs of the 
international markets 
which require products 
of guaranteed quality 
with a wide range 
of uses, long-term 
reliability, safety 
guarantees in all 
phases of operation, 
and value for money.

Horizontal 

Lifting

900 Tilting

The new ViperHoist is de-
signed to offer high flexi-
bility to the customer. Any 
desired tool can be combi-
ned with the  Viper. A quick 
coupling tool enables hig-
her flexibility and use of any 
tool on the same hoist, such 
as a hook, special hook, 
vacuum tools, clamp tools 
or any customized tools ac-
cording to the customer’s 
requirements. 

The swiveling tool  anables 
rotations of the load. Use 
the same hoist to lift any 
type of gods! 
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TAWI AB
POBox  10205, 434 23 Kungsbacka
T:+ 300 185 00 F:+ 300 189 90
Email:info@tawi.com
www.TAWI.com 

Authorized Distributor for Middle East
ALE International LLC, 911-B, Baniyas Complex
POBox – 17251, Dubai, UAE
T:+971-4-2279283  F:+971-4-2279285
Email: contact@atcoworld.com 

BARNSLEY UNIVERSIAL INC, 
RA8, Warehouse GB-3 & HB-5 Jebal Ali Free Trade Zone, 
Dubai, UAE T:+971-4-883 3306  F:+971-4-883 3308 
Email: barnsley@eim.ae

www.atcoworld.com


